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Abstract: Formations of mobile agents, including unmanned airborne vehicles, may often be used to localize 
objects in the environment.  Simultaneous measurements are obtained by the agents in the formation from the 
target object, which can be fused to determine the object’s location. Operating formations this way requires at 
least two separate capabilities. One is the ability to control and maintain the formation shape, and the other is to 
move the agents in the formation with a common velocity.  Both objectives should be pursued with control 
schemes that are as autonomous as possible, and scale with formation size.  Both objectives also require that 
agents be able to sense the relative position (i.e. range and direction) of other agents in the formation, or at least 
some of those other agents such as neighbors, i.e. those agents which are physically close.  
 
This talk reviews procedures for formation shape control, and for achieving velocity consensus of formation 
agents, and then moves on to consider how these tasks can be achieved when there is limited sensing, in particular 
where the formation agents may be able to sense either the bearing of their neighbors, or the range of their 
neighbors, but not the relative position (bearing and range) of their neighbors. 
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